**BLOCK**  
Capital Letter Set

**ABCDEFGHJKLMN**  
**OPQRSTUVWXYZ?(!)**

**ABCDEFGHJKLMN**  
**OPQRSTUVWXYZ?(!)**

**ABCDEFGHJKLMN**  
**OPQRSTUVWXYZ?(!)**

**abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz:**

**0123456789**  
**Note:** The 6 and 9 are interchangeable.

**D'NEALIAN®**  
D'Nealian® is a trademark licensed exclusively by Scott Foresman & Co. and is used by permission.

**ABCDEFGHJKLMN**  
**OPQRSTUVWXYZ?(!)**

**VAGABOND**  
Capital Letter Set

**ABCDEFGHJKLMN**  
**PQRSTUVWXYZ?(!)**

**0123456789**  
**Note:** The 6 and 9 are interchangeable.
B

LARGE/EXTRA LARGE
- Bag #1. 3D (DC)
  See: "Boxes & Containers"

EXTRA LARGE
- Bag #2

EXTRA LARGE/TINY
- Balloons

EXTRA LARGE
- Baseball (Accu/Cut)
  Part of "Sport Set"
- Basket, Bushel
  Part of "Garden Set"

LARGE/SMALL
- Basket, May
  Part of "Calendar Set"

EXTRA LARGE
- Basketball (Accu/Cut)
  Part of "Sport Set"

LARGE/EXTRA LARGE
- Bat
- Beaker
  Part of "Science Set"
- Bee
  (Accu/Cut)

EXTRA LARGE
- Beetle

EXTRA LARGE
- Bird of Paradise
  Part of "Flower Set"

EXTRA LARGE
- Bobcat
  (Accu/Cut)
  Part of "Mascots"

TINY
- Birthday Cakes

EXTRA LARGE
- Book, Closed

EXTRA LARGE
- Book Pages

LARGE/TINY
- Bow

SEE SPECIAL PAGES
- Bookmarks
- Borders
- Boxes and Containers

EXTRA LARGE
- Box #1
  wheart top
  See: "Boxes & Containers"

EXTRA LARGE
- Box #2

5/28/03
BOOKMARKS

Bookmark Award
Bookmark Bookworm
Bookmark Boy Reading (Accu/Cut)
Bookmark Butterfly
Bookmark Cat
Bookmark Christmas

Bookmark Dinosaur
Bookmark Elephant
Bookmark Elf
Bookmark Fish
Bookmark Frog
Bookmark Ghost

Bookmark Girl Reading (Accu/Cut)
Bookmark Heart
Bookmark Pencil
Bookmark Plain
Bookmark Shamrock
Bookmark Star
Bookmark Teddy Bear

LARGE
BORDERS
D/C

Bridge, Golden Gate
Can use as a Border.

Border, Butterfly

Border, Children

Border, City Skyline

Border, Fence

Border, Filmstrip

Border, Grass

Border, Hearts

Border, Holly

Border, Ivy

Border, Stars

Borders, Teddys

Borders, Waves
(Accu/Cut)

Border, Interlocking

Example shown assembled
(Accu/Cut)

CORNER

Corner, Scallop

FRAME YOUR BULLETIN BOARDS
CALENDAR SET

Cornucopia  Firecracker  Flower #3
Gift w/ Ribbon  Graduate Cap  I heart w/ Arrow
May Basket  Mitten  Pail and Shovel
Pilgrim Hat  Rabbit #3  School Bell

Calendar Set (12 Dies)

SMALL

BLANK CALENDAR AVAILABLE FOR $1.50
EXTRA LARGE

Eagle
Part of "Mascots"

EXTRA LARGE

Easter Lily
Part of "Flower Set"

EXTRA LARGE

Egg, Folded

EXTRA LARGE

Elephant
Part of "Zoo Animal Set" (Accu/Cut)

EXTRA LARGE

Envelope #1
(5" x 6")

EXTRA LARGE

Envelope #3
(5-3/4" x 5-3/4")

EXTRA LARGE

Card, Heart Fold-Up

EXTRA LARGE

Card Holder

(Could use as "Envelopes")

LARGE
F

SMALL
- Filmstrip
  See: Picture Frame
- Firecracker
  Part of "Calendar Set"
- Fireman
  Part of "Patriotic Set"

LARGE/TINY
- Fish #2

EXTRA LARGE
- Flag
- Flash Card
  Wheel Set (2 dies)
- Flask
  Part of "Science Set"
- Flatbed
  Part of "Train Set"

LARGE/SMALL
- Flower #1A
  Part of "Holiday Set"
- Flower #3
  Part of "Calendar Set"

EXTRA LARGE
- Flower Pot

LARGE
EXTRA LARGE

Bird of Paradise  Daisy  Easter Lily
Poinsettia  Rose #1
Iris  

Flower Set (6 Dies)

EXTRA LARGE

Pansy  Anthurium  Tulip
Daffodil  Sunflower

Flower Set (5 dies)

EXTRA LARGE

Food Pyramid & Food
Football Helmet
Football Part of "Sport Set" (Accu/Cut)

SEE SPECIAL PAGES

Footprint, Baby  Fraction Dies  Frog #2

LARGE/TINY

5/28/03
Fraction Dies

Fraction Circles Set (6 dies)
- 1/2
- 1/3
- 1/4
- 1/6
- 1/8

Fraction Squares Set (6 dies)
- 1/2
- 1/3
- 1/4
- 1/6
- 1/8

Fraction Circles Set (6 dies)
- 1/5
- 1/10
- 1/12

Fraction Squares Set (6 dies)
- 1/5
- 1/10
- 1/12

Flash Card Wheel Set (2 dies)

Pattern Block Multiples, 1" Sides
- 9 Circles 1"
- 6 Hexagons 1"
- 12 Parallelograms 1"
- 12 Rhombi 1"
- 12 Squares 1"
- 9 Trapezoids 1"
- 12 Triangles 1"

3-D Geometric Set (4 dies)
- Cone (XL)
- Cube (XL)
- Cylinder (XL)
- Pyramid (XL)

LARGE

5/28/03
G

Basket, Bushel
Garden Hand Tool #2
Garden Hand Tool #1
Seed Packet
Watering Can

Garden Set (5 Dies)

EXTRA LARGE

Ghost #2
Ghost

SMALL

Gift w/Ribbon
Part of "Calendar Set"
Gift Card w/Insert (DC)
Gingerbread Man

Giraffe #1
Part of "Zoo Animal Set" (Accu-Cut)
Girl, Running
Part of "Children at Play Set" (Accu/Cut)
Graduate Cap #1B
Part of "Calendar Set"

LARGE

5/28/03
Greeting Card Set (DC) (5 dies)

EXTRA LARGE

Guitar
(Accu/Cut)
Musical Instruments

LARGE
Halloween Cat
Hand Sign, Don't Forget
Hand, Child's (Open)
Happy Faces
Heart #1A
Part of "Holiday Set"

Heart #2
Heart Fold-Up Card
Heart w/Arrow
Part of "Calendar Set"
Heart, Woven
Helmet, Football

Apple
Christmas Tree
Flower 1A
Heart 1A
Pumpkin #1B

Rabbit #1
Sailboat
Shamrock
Snowman
Turkey

Holiday Set (10 Dies)

Holly
Horn, Saxophone
Musical Instruments
Horn, Trumpet
Musical Instruments
House #1
Humming Bird
(Accu/Cut)
I, J, K

EXTRA LARGE

Indian Head,
Native American
Part of "Mascots"

Iguana
Part of "Reptile Set"

Iris
Part of "Flower Set"

LARGE

Key
(Accu/Cut)
MASCOTS

EXTRA LARGE

Bobcat
(Accu/Cut)

Eagle

Dragon #1

EXTRA LARGE

Indian Head,
Native American

Panther
(Accu/Cut)

Paw Print #1

EXTRA LARGE

Ram
(Accu/Cut)

Colt or Stallion
(Accu/Cut)
(Unicorn with horn cut off)

Unicorn
(Accu/Cut)

LARGE
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

EXTRA LARGE

Clarinet (Accu/Cut)

Drum (Accu/Cut)

Guitar (Accu/Cut)

EXTRA LARGE

Horn, Saxophone

Horn, Trumpet

EXTRA LARGE

Piano

Tuba

Violin (Accu/Cut)

EXTRA LARGE

Treble Clef-MI
Napkin Ring Set (4 Dies)
Can be used as a "paper holder", such as a diploma.
Double Cut Dies (DC)

LARGE
Q, R

LARGE/SMALL
Rabbit #1
Part of "Holiday Set"

SMALL
Rabbit #3
Part of "Calendar Set"

EXTRA LARGE
Raindrops
Part of "Weather Set"
(Accu/Cut)

EXTRA LARGE
Ram
(Accu/Cut)
Part of "Mascots"

Reptile Set (5 Dies)

Lizard

Snake #1

Turtle #1B

Crocodyl

Iguana

Ribbon
Part of "Patriotic Set"

EXTRA LARGE

Rose #1
Part of "Flower Set"

LARGE

5/28/03
Sea Horse

Seed Packet
Part of "Garden Set"

Shamrock
Part of "Holiday Set"

Sign Language Alphabet (26 Dies)

Snake #1
Part of "Reptile Set"

Snowflake #1

Snowflake #2
Part of "Weather Set"
(Accu/Cut)

LARGE
**LARGE/SMALL**

- Snowman
  - Part of "Holiday Set"

**EXTRA LARGE**

- Spiral

**LARGE/EXTRA LARGE**

- Star #1A
- Starfish

**EXTRA LARGE/TINY**

- Star #1D

**EXTRA LARGE**

- Stoplight
  - Part of "Patriotic Set"
- Sunflower
  - Part of "Flower Set"

**LARGE**

- Statue of Liberty
- Sun
  - Part of "Weather Set"
Tadpole
Tag
Take Out Carton, Box
See: "Boxes & Containers"
Tangram (8" sides)
Can use as a puzzle.

EXTRA LARGE
LARGE/TINY

Tank Car
Part of "Train Set"
Teddy Bear
Teddy Bear Border, (DC)
Could use as TINY Teddy Bears

Telephone
Test Tube
Part of "Science Set"
Thermometer
Part of "Science Set"

Cone
Cube
Cylinder
Pyramid

Three (3) D Set (4 dies)
See: "Boxes & Containers"
T

See Pages on TINYS

Apples
Balloons
Birthday Cakes
Bows
Butterflies
Christmas Lights
Christmas Ornaments, Mini *
Dinosaurs
Fish
Frogs
Happy Faces
Hearts
Leaves, mini *
Lima Beans
Shamrocks
Stars
Teddy Bears
* Accu/Cut

LARGE/SMALL

Tickets
Tooth (Apple minus stem)
Toothbrush and Tooth

LARGE/SMALL

EXTRA LARGE

Locomotive
Tank Car
Boxcar
Flatbed
Zoo Car
Caboose

Train Set (5 Dies)

EXTRA LARGE

Treble Clef Mi
Musical Instruments

Palm Tree #1
Tree
Tree 1A
Tree-No Leaves

Tree Set (4 Dies)
(Accu/Cut)

LARGE

5/28/03
U, V, W

Umbrella
Unicorn (Accu/Cut)
Puzzle, Continental USA (5 pieces)
Violin (Accu/Cut)
Musical Instruments

Visor
Watering Can
Part of "Garden Set"

Raindrops
Clouds (2)
Lightning Bolt
Snowflake #2
Sun
Weather Set (5 Dies) (Accu/Cut)

Whale
Witch

GoTeam
Word: Go Team! (DC)
Part of "School Spirit Set #2" (Accu/Cut)
W, X, Y, Z

Math Read Reading
Reports Science
Social Studies

Words, Printed (2" high) (DC)

Go Team
Word: "Go Team"
Part of "School Spirit Set #2"
(Accu/Cut)

Elephant Giraffe Lion Monkey #2
Zoo Animal Set (4 Dies) (DC)
(Accu/Cut)

EXTRA LARGE

Zoo Car
Part of "Train Set"

LARGE
REMEMBER

1. Call for an appointment to use the Ellison Machine.

2. Bring your own paper.

Hand Sign, Don't Forget